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When Phoebe, Lauren, and Nick receive a mysterious text message promising success and fame if they join the Society, it's more than they could ever imagine. Everything starts falling in place for them. Amazing opportunities are given to them, and all they have to do in return is obey the calls to meetings and keep the Society secret. After the dead body of a pledge turns up, however, they realize something is seriously wrong. The teenagers question how far they would go for this Society that they know nothing about, but the Society is bigger than they know, and once you're in, you never leave.

*Secret Society* is a great take on the darker side of the glamorous New York lifestyle. It is full of suspense and interesting to read. The book is told from the point of view of Phoebe, Lauren, Nick, and their friend Patch. Although the pace is slow in the middle, the ending is excellent and will leave you dying for the next book. The characters are tough to connect with as they are not explained in depth, but they are certainly interesting. Dolby knows how to build up suspense, and it is nearly impossible to put down the book once it reaches its climax. Dolby's book has its flaws, but it is a fresh take on the high life and will certainly be a good read for anyone who enjoys Melissa de la Cruz.
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